All the Finest Girls

An elegantly written and unforgettable
story about a daughters love - and where
that love lodges when her parents are less
than lovable.
Addy Abraham was
practically a feral child, untamable and
wild - until a new babysitter arrived,
Louise, who gave her a haven from her
parents pitched battles. News of Louises
death startles Addy out of the trance that
has become her adult life. She flies to the
Caribbean for the funeral, and amid the
chaos and grief of Louises family, Addy
confronts the myths that helped her survive
her childhood - the same ones that have
made her adult life a barren ground.
Celebrating Louises life, she arrives at a
new hope for her own.
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elegantly written and unforgettable story about a daughters love The Paperback of the All the Finest Girls: A Novel by
Alexandra Styron at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! - 7 min - Uploaded by TOP x BESTThe 20
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ALL THE FINEST GIRLS. This vibrant and emotionally searing novel charts the intersection of two lives, two worlds,
as it tells the story of a fierce and untamableAs Styrons mournful but potent debut novel opens, Adelaide Abraham has
just arrived on the fictional Caribbean island of St. Clair. Addy, as shes called,All the Finest Girls. BookPage review by
Mary Garrett. he obvious thing to say about this accomplished first novel is that the author is the daughter of poet
RoseAll the Finest Girls has 242 ratings and 24 reviews. Histteach24 said: Not bad but Im not sure I got itwhat the heck
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Styron] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. As Addy Abraham journeys to the Caribbean to attend the Blake
Lively - most beautiful woman. Getty Images. Blake Lively. Livelys breakthrough role came in teen drama Gossip Girl,
during the filming This vibrant and emotionally searing novel charts the intersection of two lives, two worlds, as it tells
the story of a fierce and untamable youngAll the Finest Girls is, above all, a novel about the nature of connections
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had aAll. the. Finest. Girls. In this beautifully controlled first novel, Alexandra Styron re-creates a painful journey
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through secrets and deceptions of the past to a
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